COXSWAIN INSTRUCTIONS

1. Pick up and apply the shell color flash stick-ons and Coxswain pinny at Beachmaster's tower.

2. Launch at least 30 minutes before race time. Watch for races finishing!

3. Keep to the left of Crescent and Bowling Pin Islands. Stay to the right of buoys marking the Wildlife Refuge and Shallow areas.

4. As you pass the stern of the check-in boat, clearly identify your crew, event number and lane number, and receive acknowledgement.

5. Continue and turn left into the warm-up area. Stay to the left of the buoys. Don't row past the line of buoys with red flags.

6. You may move into the "on-deck" area when the race preceding yours has loaded into the stakeboats. The "on deck" area is bounded by four round red buoys.

HAVE A GREAT RACE! BEST OF LUCK FROM THE CREW CLASSIC!